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Memory Card Series

Dash Card - Micro SDHC/SDXC
Special memory card for dash cams
TEAMGROUP launches Dash Card, a memory
card specially made for dash cams. In order to
guarantee driving safety and protect own
rights and interests, and reduce unnecessary
disputes, Dash Card, a memory card for dash
cam is essential in crucial moments.
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Dash cam’s best partner
TEAMGROUP Dash card is a memory card
carefully designed for dash cams. Through
compatibility testing with many major dash
cams on the market, it is proven to be dash
cam’s best partner for memory storage.

Most suitable for FULL HD video recording
With UHS-I U1*(Class10) specification, Dash
Card allows dash cam to record Full HD**
1080p (30fps) high quality video without any lag
or unsmooth motions. It can record driving
images or crucial moments clearly and provided
as evidence to clarify the cause and
responsibility of the accident.
*The minimum sequential write speed of UHS-I
U1(Class10) is 10MB/s.
**Full HD video support may vary based upon host device,
file attributes and other factors.

Long period of time and stable storage
performance
After testing the record and photo function
of numerous major dash cams on the
market, Dash Card is proven to have high
compatibility, long period of time and stable
storage performance that can completely
record the trip and crucial moments.
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Tested under harsh conditions
Dash Card not only endures the extreme
environmental conditions and wide operating
temperature from -25 to 85℃, it is also shockproof,
waterproof and X-ray proof. It provides an
all-around protection to the recording data so you
don’t have to worry even if the device is damaged,
the memory card will still keep the data intact.

*The minimum sequential write speed of UHS-I U1(Class10) is 10MB/s.
**Full HD video support may vary based upon host device, file attributes and other factors.

Specification
Model
Capacity
Color
Voltage
Operation Temperature
Storage Temperature
Data Transfer Rate
Weight
Dimensions

Operating System

Write protect
Warranty

Dash Card
8GB / 16GB / 32GB / 64GB / 128GB*
Black
2.7V ~ 3.6V
-25˚C ~ 85˚C
-40˚C ~ 85˚C
Read: up to 80MB/s ; Write: up to 20MB/s (128GB)
Read: up to 80MB/s ; Write: up to 15MB/s (8GB~64GB)**
1g
15.0(L) x 11.0(W) x 1.0(H) mm
Micro SDHC
• FAT32 format
• Supports only products with the microSDHC logo or slots
complying with microSDHC memory cards.
• Supports only products with SDHC logo or slots
complying with SDHC memory cards. (adaptor required)
Micro SDXC
• exFAT format
• Supports only products with the Micro SDXC logo or slots
complying with Micro SDXC memory cards.
• Supports only products with SDXC logo or slots
complying with SDXC memory cards. (adaptor required)
Micro SD (No)
Micro SD to SD Adapter (Yes)
5-year limited warranty

*1GB=1,000,000,000 Bytes. In OS system, it would be displayed as 1,000,000,000 Bytes / 1024 / 1024 / 1024 = 0.93GB
**Transmission speed will vary according to different hardware / software conditions, therefore the data can only used for basic reference.
※Before purchasing TEAMGROUP Dash Card for dash cams, please check the maximum capacity of memory card supported by your dash cam. The format for
optimal usage might be different based on the devices. To ensure the proper work of the card, please do the formatting before applying to the device. We
reserve the right to modify product specifications without prior notice.
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Special memory card for dash cams
High compatibility and stability
UHS-I U1(Class10)* specification
Supports Full HD** video recording and playing
Temperature proof(endures the extreme temperature from
-25 to 85˚C), shockproof, waterproof and X-ray proof.
5-year limited warranty
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Main Feature
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Ordering Information
Description

Capacity

Team P/N

TEAM DASH MICRO SDHC 8GB UHS-I
RETAIL W/1Adapter

8GB

TDUSDH8GUHS03

TEAM DASH MICRO SDHC 16GB UHS-I
RETAIL W/1Adapter

16GB

TDUSDH16GUHS03

TEAM DASH MICRO SDHC 32GB UHS-I
RETAIL W/1Adapter

32GB

TDUSDH32GUHS03

TEAM DASH MICRO SDXC 64GB UHS-I
RETAIL W/1Adapter

64GB

TDUSDX64GUHS03

TEAM DASH MICRO SDXC 128GB UHS-I
RETAIL W/1Adapter

128GB

TDUSDX128GUHS03

Above technical information is based on industry standard data and tested to be reliable. However, Team makes no warranty, either
expressed or implied, as to its accuracy and assumes no liability in connection with the use of this product.
Team reserves the right to make changes in specifications at any time without prior notice.
Address: 3F, No.166, Jian 1st Rd., Zhonghe Dist.,
New Taipei City 23511, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
Tel: +886-2-82265000 Fax: +886-2-82265808
mail: sales@teamgroup.com.tw / rma@teamgroup.com.tw

www.teamgroupinc.com

